
Add Next-Generation Cyber 
Risk Management to Your 
Service Offerings



One Centralized Solution For All Your Clients
10x Faster, 10x Better

Save hundreds of hours when it comes to gathering data, quantifying risk, and managing client
risk with Centraleyes.

Multi-Tenant Management

View and assess your entire client 
portfolio from a single, unified 
dashboard. Provide clients with 
comprehensive tools to reduce

risk and meet compliance.

Smarter Reporting

Generate cutting-edge visual
reports and analytics to provide

detailed insights into your client’s 
risk profile and empower more 
intelligent, strategic decisions.

Evaluation at Scale

Manage your clients more 
efficiently and effectively through 

automated data collection, 
remediation planning, and smart 
mapping to multiple frameworks.



The Challenge:
A New Era for Risk Management Consulting

The threat landscape facing modern businesses becomes more complex by the day — and the
demand for qualified, knowledgeable cyber risk consultants is higher than ever.

In a highly competitive market, however, expertise alone is not enough. You need access to a robust
platform that enables you to measure, quantify, and manage client risk at scale.

Centraleyes:
Risk Management Advisory Services Simplified

With Centraleyes, managing risk for your clients is simpler than ever. As the world's most advanced
cloud-based risk management solution, Centraleyes combines multi-tenancy, real-time threat intelligence, and
comprehensive risk scoring into a single, centralized dashboard. Backed by cutting-edge automation, it
automates, optimizes, and streamlines your entire risk management process from beginning to end.



Onboard new companies in minutes and leverage the platform’s 50+ pre-loaded frameworks and
automation capabilities. Rapidly apply intuitive risk scoring across multiple frameworks to all of your clients.

Onboard New Companies in Minutes

Save hundreds of hours
onboarding new clients with a

no-code deployment

Apply 50+ pre-loaded industry
frameworks and standards

Quickly assess and score clients
across multiple, relevant

frameworks at scale

CCentraleyes simplifies data collection and analysis. Save hundreds of hours by managing all of your
assessments and reports for multiple third-parties in one cutting-edge, visual dashboard. Understand your 
client’s risk posture in real-time, track progress, and minimize their exposure to risk with automatically
generated remediation steps and insights.

Automate and Orchestrate All the Manual Work

Use Smart Questionnaires to
map risk levels across multiple

frameworks and industries

Ensure clients are continuously
improving and empower
clients with AI-powered
remediation planning

Quantify, prioritize, and mitigate
portfolio risks by creating and
managing risk profiles through

a centralized dashboard.

Save resources using automated analysis and report tools that allow you to track progress over time.
Maximize executive-level support with easily comprehensible reports that highlight cyber for each client.
Break data down into visual reports that represent a client’s current state of affairs, bring executives up to
speed and streamline the decision making process.

Simplify Executive Level Reporting

Automatically generate
highly-visual, detailed, and

customizable reports for
your clients

Convert technical risk into
business risk with quantifiable

metrics and industry
benchmarks that show
empirical data trends

Leverage a cutting-edge visual
dashboard that’s clear, easy to

comprehend, and offers
multiple layers of data



A Powerful Value Add

Apply your own branding to wrap Centraleyes into an existing portfolio.

Add to your existing services and provide clients with tools to mitigate risk.

Differentiate yourself from the competition with cutting edge technology.

Deploy Centraleyes to clients in seconds.

Intuitive risk scoring and executive-level reporting enable better guidance.

Manage your entire client base in real-time via a centralized dashboard.

Faster Assessments

No-code, one-click deployment for easy onboarding.

Powerful API for more complex integrations.

Industry-leading infrastructure.

Infinite Scale

Quickly evaluate clients with comprehensive, customizable
smart questionnaires.

Automate workflows, orchestration, and remediation for
your consultants.

A powerful Risk Register allows automatic risk assessment and
remediation while also enabling manual benchmarking and filtering.

Automatically map controls for 50+ frameworks/standards.

Display a color-wheel breakdown of all frameworks and controls.

Provide real-time GRC and remediation advice.

Guided Compliance

Single-Screen Client Management



Learn more at www.centraleyes.com www.centraleyes.com   |   info@centraleyes.com

Centraleyes is the industry’s latest, most advanced cloud-based integrated cyber risk
management platform. Centraleyes gives organizations the unparalleled ability to automate
and orchestrate their entire cyber risk and compliance processes. Centraleyes provides an
exceptional ability to see, understand, and react to cyber risks in a dynamic and effective
way. Organizations that deploy Centraleyes save time and resources, and increase their cyber
resilience in a world of ever-evolving risks. It is truly cyber risk management reimagined.


